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QUESTION 1

A data architect creates a collection of large QVD files that propagate data into their apps This solution works well.
However, a new app that uses a subset of the data in a QVD takes much longer than expected to reload The LOAD
statement is 

Which two changes should be made to improve load performance? (Select two ) A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 
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C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

A global sales organization operates in three regions: AMERICAS, EMEA: and APAC. Each region stores its sales
transactions in a separate database in which the employees update customer data through a third-party app. The data
is extracted into three QVDs. 

A data architect sets up a two-tier architecture for the data load. The data architect needs to add the region to the data
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model. 

Which technique should the data architect use to create the Region field? 

A. Create a Region field in the SalesTransaction table and populate using fixed region values while loading from each
source 

B. Create a Region field in the Employee table and populate using the LTrim function on the EmployeelD 

C. Create a Region field in the Employee table and populate using the SubField function on the EmployeelD 

D. Create a Region field in the SalesTransaction table and create a mapping table based on the Country field in the
Customer table 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A data architect needs to create an app to analyze 30-day re-admissions at a hospital. 

• 

The medical record system does NOT calculate re-admission data 

• 

The business rule to follow: if a patient is admitted to a hospital within 30 days after being discharged from a previous
hospital stay, that event should be captured in the app with a flag called "30-day Readmission" 

• 

Data being used from the patient record includes hospital account ID, patient ID, admission dater and discharge date 

Which action should the data architect perform first to meet these requirements? 

A. Sequence patient records by hospital account ID and patient ID using the Peek function 

B. Sequence patient records by patient ID using the Peek function 

C. Calculate the days since previous discharge using admission date and discharge date 

D. Order patient records by patient ID and admission date 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A company generates 1 GB of ticketing data daily. The data is stored in multiple tables Business users need to see
trends of tickets processed for the past two years. Users very rarely access the transaction-level data for a specific date.
Only the past two years of data must be loaded which is 720 GB of data Which method should a data architect use to
meet these requirements? 

A. Load only two years of data in an aggregated app and create a separate transaction app for occasional use 
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B. Load only two years of data and use best practices in scripting and visualization to calculate and display aggregated
data 

C. Load only aggregated data for two years and use Direct Discovery for transaction data 

D. Load only aggregated data for two years and use ODAG for transaction data 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

A clothing retailer wants to review their product pricing strategy. A data architect must classify each product into a price
group. The price groups must be the same width by default and allow users to dynamically change the width of the
bucket during analysis. 

Which feature should the data architect use to meet these requirements? 

A. IntervalMatch and use variables 

B. Nested IFs in a calculated dimension 

C. Class function in a calculated dimension 

D. Class function in the script and use variables 

Correct Answer: C 
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